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The origins of Romanian film can be traced back to more than a century
ago, when the filmmaking technology (starting with that of the Lumière
brothers) had reached Romania soon after its invention. Nevertheless, the
Romanian art film debuted at the beginning of the second decade of the
20th century. For a long time, financial and political circumstances made film
production hard especially between 1911 and 1948, but that did not hinder
artists such as Aristide Demetriade and Grigore Brezeanu from showcasing
their talent through their work “The independence of Romania”
in the early 1910s. Nor did it stop Jean Georgescu from rendering famous the
cinematic version of I.L. Caragiale’s play, “A stormy night”, in the early 1940s.
The political situation in the country after the late 1940s impelled
the art of film to escape into fantasy or resume to subtle attacks on the
regime, either approach becoming remarkable through vision. After the
1989 revolution, there seems to be a distinctive surge towards a new wave
of Romanian cinematography, where socio-political themes alternate with
art and commercial film (be it Western European or American in style).
In these past years Romanian film and actors alongside directors and
producers seem to better understand the public’s needs and expectations
and thus they have started to deliver internationally successful productions
such as Cristian Mungiu’s “Four months, three weeks and two days”, Adrian
Sitaru’s “Illegitimate” or Radu Jude’s “Aferim”, all of them being highly
praised at Cannes Film Festival or the Berlinale.
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ARGO
Because Argo Film has appeared out of curiosity, passion and devotion, each art documentary
represents a new chance to rediscover Romanian forgotten artists and to reinsert them in the
universal cultural circuit.
Together with each saved artist or with the bringing to light of hidden treasures, we picked up
the hopes and aspirations of artists who have kept their artistic values in communist Romania.
The artists surrendered themselves to us, with both their art objects and stories, admitting
that we are young and that through Argo Film we will hand them down to future generations.
We all tend towards a certain form of perfection and Argo Film tends towards a form of visual
perfection; seeing means living, but understanding what we see takes practice and patience.
The keywords here are not perfection or understanding, but daring to understand our world
full of living images.
Argo Film crew have a true passion for film venture and we intend to bring something new
to the artistic scene. While making use of our expertise in many other artistic fields, we wish
to understand the desire of each client, to present customized services and to make film
documentaries about forgotten or well known artists
Website:
www.argoart.ro
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BLACK MARIA
Black Maria Film is a well established
production company based in
Bucharest. With more then 10 years of
experience in commercial advertising
and music videos, the company
developed from a small family
production company to a trusted
partner in more and more bigger
projects. In the last years the company
concentrated on film production
getting involved as Co-producer in
both long and short film projects.
The company is built around Ștefan
Hillerin and Carmen Hillerin, coproducers
of the international
production “Love by Design”. Another
recent feature film co-production is
“Micul Print”, now in post production.
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Our co-production portfolio include
also short films like: “Ana se întoarce”
directed by Ruxandra Ghițescu; “Karma
Sutra” directed by Mircea Ibadof;
“Alcools” directed by Octavian Strunilă;
“Apt. 7” directed by Carmina Hionia Peneș.
Black Maria Film, working across all
media platforms, bases its quality
services on the many advantages of
the conveniently priced Romanian
marketplace and on our ability of
servicing clients at high standards, by
fully understanding their needs and
expectations and providing the best
solution for location, casting, sets in
pre/during/post production.

Website:
www.blackmariafilm.ro
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FAN STUDIO
Fan Studio specializes in mobile game app
development and gamification strategies for startups
and enterprise clients.
Our game developers are here to help you find the best
solutions, research, launch your app and give you advice
whenever you need it.
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Fan Studio has been a top app developer for years and is the app development company of choice for many
businesses across United Kingdom, USA, United Arab Emirates, and Canada.
We’re here to develop the mobile apps for your business allowing you to satisfy your customers and keep on top of
your competition.
At Fan Studio, we believe that the client needs to understand what each development stage involves.
Over the past eight years, we have developed over 140+ successful projects for our clients.
We can develop native mobile games and apps, hybrid apps (cross-platform) and we also develop responsive websites,
web apps and server APIs.

Website:
www.fanstudio.co.uk
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MERIDIONAL MEDIA
For over a decade we are producing work for movies, commercials, TV shows and corporate films for domestic and international clients. With a multi-skilled creative individual
at it’s core Meridional is functioning with a team of similar handpicked external collaborators, managing to remain efficient and deliver high quality at the same time. Being
able to work from brief to delivery we offer very flexible production and post production
services and our clients like that.
Working with international clients like
NewBBDO (FR), Energy (UK),
LM Production (UK) or Zacuto (US) opened up new creative and technical opportunities
like being credited on an Emmy awarded documentary, or being
among the first companies in the world to produce stereoscopic spherical projection
movies for domes.
In 2009 as “food for the soul” we joined the long line of independent film makers producing our first documentary and we are keeping it up ever since, having finalised two more
documentaries and one short drama.
Currently we are also targeted by other film makers for editing, VFX and grading services.

Website:
www.meridional.ro
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ON VOGUE

ANDREEA NICOLESCU

ANDREEA SIMA

CLAUDIA DEDIU

On Vogue Casting Agency offers a large

and short movies, commercials, music

standards. Our casting directors work

range of services, we can provide film

videos, television, and we cover leading

around the clock to ensure the quality

makers with a variety of artists, from

roles, supporting roles, as well as extras

of our casting process, we are constantly

stage and/or screen actors, to musicians,

and special extras. Our company was

looking for a fresh take on the industry

stuntmen, circus performers, models,

born in 2005 and, since then, we have

as it is constantly evolving. We are

hostesses and people with special skills.

been working to deliver the casting

always hunting fresh talent and thus we

We organize the casting process for long

process at international professional

can provide new faces of all ages for all
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DAN URSU

IONELA ZAMFIR

kinds of projects. The Romanian film market is rapidly evolving due to the large number of foreign projects
coming to shoot in our country and this creates a bundle of opportunities for Romanian artists and companies, we are here to ensure film makers of the quality Romanian artists and film companies can offer.
On Vogue Management currently handles three divisions: TV & Talent Casting, Models, Hostesses and
Promoters activation BTL.

Website:
www.onvogue.ro
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RETINA FILM
PRODUCTION
Retina Film Production is a young, but experienced company
born out of passion. We pride ourselves on our love for
cinematography, for a good script, for a big idea. We put all
of this love, along with our great attention to detail, at your
service.
The heart and brains behind Retina is Alexandru Balta, a
young director who has also been successfully producing
short features, commercial advertisements and music videos
in recent years. The soon to be doctor in game design often
imports concepts from his second love, gaming, onto the
movie set or into the studio.

Website:
www.retinafilmproduction.com
Little Prince Show:
http://www.teatrultandarica.ro/micul-print/
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Our first long feature film, “Once upon never”, is in the final stages of post production, and our most recent short film, “The
birthday boy” has been selected for “Psychiatry and Film” festival. We are also co-producing a feature film directed by Alecs
Năstoiu called “The Secret of Pin-Up Island” (inspired by the famous “Monkey Island” franchise) with GAT Transilvania Films.
We’re interested in expanding our portfolio with long/short feature films, documentaries, publicity or corporate films.
We provide state of the art equipment, we will be with you every step of the way, through pre, filming and post production, we
can make your story happen and we’re ready to be a part of it.
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WEB SERVICE
Here is our “company trailer” - few highschool friends decided to study IT all the way.
Back in 2001, while in college, they founded a company that focused on delivering tech based solutions to a wide range of
industries. From gaming to agriculture industry, they tackeled small, medium and large projects.
The result - mobile games for Nokia and Motorola devices used back in 00s, SaaS
platforms, eCommerce platforms, Mobile Productivity Apps, crazy API integrations and many other techy solutions.
They’ve always felt they need to cover more areas, so they started to offer complex hardware & software embeded systems for new
industries - from mining to aeronautical and movie industry.
And we’re still writting the story in the far Eastern Europe, for the past 15 years.

Website:
www.webservice.ro
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Silviu Buzatu - CEO & founder
“Our projects are the reflection of our core belief - that evolution arises only when we dare to challenge the status-quo of
any process or industry. We do that by mixing creative thinking with past, current and future technologies while keeping
in mind that human behaviour stays at the center of any action.

Therefore we create mobile oriented tech solutions designed to pass the most difficult test in the world - time.”

Website:
www.meridional.ro
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